Agency Collaboration Selects Bicycle Lockers
Over Bicycle Cages
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10 CycleSafe Propark bicycle lockers – 2010
20 CycleSafe Propark bicycle lockers – 2015

As communities continue to evolve, many organizations and cities are focused on identifying ways
to support the movements of sustainability and alternative transportation. Currently, one of the most
popular forms of alternative transportation is bicycling. Without a doubt, most everyone knows the
benefits of cycling include a healthier lifestyle, fewer emissions, and lower stress levels, due to
less time spent in traffic. As residents and tourists increase their bike use to enjoy such health and
environmental benefits, the riders’ needs and wants start to escalate.
To this means of alternative transportation, secure bike parking is essential to sustain a community
cycling initiative. Supporting cyclists with dependable and secure parking, like CycleSafe bike lockers, is often the responsibility of property owners and governmental entities.
When considering the options for creating bicycle parking, planners are not only met with a great
deal of options, but also budget concerns. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency [MPCA],
located in the Lafayette Park Complex, just outside of downtown St. Paul, Minnesota and near the
state’s Capitol, spent five years bringing its own bicycle parking project to fruition.
In 2010, the MPCA began receiving complaints from staff about
wooden bike lockers at the Lafayette Park Complex that had deteriorated and needed to be replaced. At that time 10 CycleSafe bicycle
lockers were selected for durability and dependability as displayed
throughout the Minneapolis- St. Paul area.
In April 2011, the Lafayette Park Commuter Team [LPCT], comprised
of the MPCA, Board of Water and Soil Resources, Department of
Natural Resources, Department of Human Services, Department of
Labor and Industry, and MN.IT, began an initiative to find additional
bike parking. Their Transportation Management Organization, Saint
Paul Smart Trips was a partner in this venture.

Designed for long term
bicycle parking

LPTC began its research and comparison of varying bike parking
facilities, which focused on quality, maintenance, footprint, and lifecycle. However, cost was the key component of the research, as fiscal
responsibility was of importance.
In early 2013, the LPCT researched bike cages, open-air cage structures with individual parking
stations inside. While secured by a locking mechanism, these cages do not provide protection from
the elements and still allow an open view to what bikes and gear are being stored in the cage,
which became a concern. “Out-of-sight bikes seem to be less targeted,” said Harold Weigner, a
former MPCA employee that was involved in the project.
More importantly, the cost of the cages was beyond what the budget would allow.
In fall 2013, after polling cyclists about what they prefer for adequate bicycle parking, the LPCT
contacted CycleSafe regarding its high-quality bike lockers. Secured with a high security Abloy
lock cyclinder with non duplicable keys, these units provide full protection from the outdoors, including extreme temperatures. “Bikes are designed for outdoor use, but they live longer if optimally
protected from water, dust, and ultraviolet light,” noted Weigner.
The LPCT selected 20 CycleSafe’s bike lockers, not only for the quality of the product, but because
of the price at which such a quality product was available. “The bike lockers provide a greater price
per bike value when compared to bike cages, especially when you consider the lifecycle cost,” said
Melissa Wenzel, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, LPCT member, former chair.
With approval received, the funding for the lockers was provided and supported by the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency, Department of Natural Resources, and the Board of Water and Soil
Resources.
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After five years of researching, planning, securing funding, and implementation, the LPCT has implemented a 50% increase in its bike lockers with CycleSafe.
The bike locker installation has since alleviated availability issues previously plaguing staff members. “We had had a waiting list to use our bike lockers for as long as I can remember,” said Wenzel.
With the increased amount of lockers available, the wait list has since dissipated. Additionally, those
biking to work are now more comfortable doing so year-round, because the bikes are completely
shielded from the elements.
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and the entire LPCT are hopeful the increased bicycle use
and locker availability will encourage more individuals to consider biking to work. That amplified use
would create the potential for an expansion of bicycle parking availability, plus it would continue to
increase the health of cyclists and decrease the amount of pollution created by motorized vehicles.
Being focused on the environment and air quality, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency has been
recognized for its efforts over the years, including receiving a Commuter Choice Award in 2010.
The “Public Agency Leadership” award acknowledged the agency’s internal changes to assist employees in reducing their carbon footprint at work.1
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http://www.metrotransit.org/TransitArticles/Story.aspx?pageid=247&mid=395&articleid=203

CAS E
STU D I E S
AVA I L A B L E

• Corporations

Cyc le -Sa fe ’ s P ro d u ct L i n e
LO C K E R S
The ProPark® bicycle locker from CycleSafe is an attractive, pad-mounted modular
system that’s easy to install, requires minimal maintenance, and provides the ultimate
in bicycle security.

• Health Care
• Municipalities
• Military Bases

CYC LE P O RT S H E LTE R S
A modular bicycle shelter system which features a composite canopy with a tubular
frame in contemporary design. May be specified with a variety of side walls and bike
racks for weather protected short term use.

• Trails/Recreation
• Transit/Light Rail
• Universities

U2 R AC KS
CycleSafe’s “inverted U” type bike racks are the leading edge in technology for bike
rack parking and offer the best of short-term cycle parking. The inverted U-rack design
for two bicycles is widely regarded as the recommended standard for modern bicycles.

VI NTAG E R AC KS
Vintage Racks by CycleSafe are a novel blend of the old and the new. They capture the
charm of traditional ornamental bicycle standards. Vintage Racks were developed in
response to urban planners’ efforts to recreate historic streetscapes as counterpoints to
the hustle and bustle of the modern world.

WALLR AC KS
The vertical WALLRACK by CycleSafe is an innovative bike hanger that has a
clever wheel cage which allows the user to not only hang the bike vertically in a space
efficient design with excellent bike support, but also to lock the front bike tires and
frame through the cage with common cyclists’ D-lock to deter theft while in storage.

S U STAI NAB LE P R O D U CT
CycleSafe lockers are part of the growing movement toward sustainability. The company seeks out the most
environmentally friendly techniques for its manufacturing processes, which includes closed compression
molded technology – the cleanest and most durable composite molding method available. The thermoset
polyester SMC molding process takes less energy than thermoplastic or metal production. CycleSafe lockers
are coated with low-emission baked-on polyurethane finish, which contributes to the long life of the project.
CycleSafe products are manufactured to meet ISO 9000 quality and ISO14000 environmental standards.
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